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On Nonogram and Graph Planarity Puzzle Generation
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There are many puzzles in the world, both physical and
digital ones. From the computational perspective, a lot
of attention has been given to combinatorial puzzles and
how to (algorithmically) solve them. We will focus on
puzzles with a geometric component where techniques
from discrete and computational geometry can be employed to generate them. We also present new nonogram
and graph planarity puzzles.
1

Nonogram puzzles

In a basic nonogram, each row and each column has a
clue that gives an abstract description as to which cells
are to be filled. Suppose a row is eight cells long. Then
a clue 1 3 specifies that in the row, one cell should
be filled, and later in that row another three cells in sequence. Between the one and the three filled cells, there
is at least one non-filled cell. Also, before the one filled
cell and after the three filled cells, there are zero or more
non-filled cells. In binary, 00101110 and 10011100 are
both valid filling choices for the row of cells corresponding to the clue. A nonogram puzzle originally consists
of a grid with no cells filled, see Fig. 1. A solution (or
filling) is correct if for every row and column, the filled
cells are an option for the given clue.
The scientific study of nonograms usually focuses on
the algorithmic complexity of solving them [1, 2, 11, 13].
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Figure 1: Basic nonogram (right) of the pixel image
shown left.
In this talk we will discuss the problem of converting a simple polygon, representing some shape, into a
nonogram. In essence, the polygon will become a lowres pixel image. We analyze how a pixel polygon can
be formed that is simple and has small Hausdorff or
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Fréchet distance to the input. It is based on research
by Bouts et al. [4].
We will also introduce new types of nonograms that
generalize the basic type. Puzzles can be constructed
based on any set of lines and even of curves. For these
new types of generalized nonograms we review the design choices and let these inspire an automated method
to generate a nonogram from a drawing. For nonograms
based on curves, the curves replace the grid lines of basic
nonograms and form an arrangement of cells with varying shape and size. Since rows and columns no longer
exist, we need a new way to give clues indicating which
cells should be filled by the puzzler. It allows for new
reasoning steps that do not exist in a grid-based nonogram. This part is based on research by van de Kerkhof
et al. [7].
2

Graph planarity puzzles

Planarity [10] is a popular abstract puzzle game that
is widely available. The idea is that a tangled graph
is given with intersecting edges, and the objective is
to untangle the graph by dragging vertices to other locations. If the graph is planar, then the objective can
always be realized, and we never need more vertex drags
than there are vertices.
Algorithmically, planarity of a graph can be tested in
linear time, and the algorithm returns an embedding of
the graph in which it is drawn planar. So for an algorithm, an instance of Planarity is easily solvable in
linear time. Minimizing the number of moves, however,
is NP-hard [6, 12], see also [3].
In this talk we propose several variations on the game
Planarity. These variations essentially limit the freedom of the operations that can be done on the drawn
graph. Since the puzzle type is abstract, it is preferable that the interaction and operations themselves be
simple. The puzzle might then become an elegant abstract puzzle of which there are many already (Move,
Lines/Flow, Zengrams, Nintaii, Fling, . . .).
Besides interacting with a vertex like in Planarity,
it is natural to interact with an edge. Clicking or selecting is arguably the easiest interaction. We list a number
of ways in which the drawing can change when an edge
is selected:
• Swap: the two endpoints of the selected edge swap
locations. Intuitively, the edge turns around while
the endpoints drag all incident edges with them.
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Figure 2: (a) Puzzle and solution after one swap (the
left edge). (b) Puzzle and solution after two swaps.
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• Rotate: like swap, but now the selected edge rotates over 90 degrees around its center. Since a single edge can be selected consecutively three times,
it does not matter whether we rotate clockwise or
counter-clockwise.
• Stretch: the selected edge is scaled by a factor 2
from its center, or by a factor 1/2.
• Mid collapse: the endpoints of the selected edge are
united. The united vertex is placed in the middle of
the edge and gets all edges incident to the original
vertices. The selected edge is removed.
• End collapse: Same but the united vertex is placed
at a selected endpoint.
We will investigate the first of the new variations
closely: Swap Planarity. Examples are shown in
Fig. 2. We show that quadratically many swaps are
sometimes necessary (even if the input has just one edge
crossing) and always sufficient; the latter follows from
[14]. The decision (solvability) question is NP-complete
for general graphs; this follows from [5]. Simple graphs
like trees can always be made planar by swaps, but minimizing the number of swaps needed is NP-hard.
We discuss the automated generation of good puzzle
instances for Swap Planarity by describing a five-step
process which yields such a puzzle instance. Some of the
considerations of a good instance are puzzle (complexity) based and some are geometry based. This part is
based on research by Kraaijer et al. [8].
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